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Summer Fun: Games for Maintaining Skills
10% off on the following products:

One of the great pleasures of being a pediatric occupational therapist is
to see children having fun while they work. Whether the goals are
developmental, functional or pre-academic, children do better when
they enjoy what they are doing. Summertime should be a time of fun
but we do not want to give up the gains that were made during the
school year.
Here's a list of some of our favorite games along with the skills they
encourage:
NOVENOPS - A very funny card game of
sentences that teaches basic grammar and
sentence structure.
Froggy Feeding Fun - The ultimate fine motor
game that reinforces color identification,
numbers, counting and sorting too!
Letter Treasure Hunt - Practice your handwriting
skills by writing letters and word treasures in
your Captain's log.
Keeping on Track - The Alert Program's
Companion Board Game. Helps kids tune their
engines so they run "just right."
Trunks: The Game of Motor-Memory - A game
where players move their bodies, make sounds
and perform actions from memory!
A Fist Full of Coins - Addresses working memory,
sequencing, directionality, and expressive
language skills all in one. For all ages and all
abilities.
Know the Code: Social Skill Games - The name
says it all! 50 problem solving scenarios for
social situations at school.
Little Planner - Using wood geometric shapes in
5 dazzling colors, children create pictures that
are increasingly challenging on a series of puzzle
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NOVENOPS!
Trunks: The Game of Motor-Memory
Letter Treasure Hunt
Froggy Feeding Fun

_________________________________________

Smarty Farm
Children learn important
perception skills by
identifying shapes of animals
and matching them to
windows in a barn. For ages
3-8.
Monster Bowling
This wacky bowling set
features six furry, funkytextured pins and one beastly
ball! Fun for everyone! Ages
2+.
Scoop ‘Em Up Ice Cream
Game
Yummy ice cream is ready to
be scooped up into a cone!
But be careful - the higher
you go, the more it wobbles!
Play directions included.
Right Turn, Left Turn
Finally, a fun game to build
awareness of right/left,
directionality and visual
spatial skills! Designed for
2-8 players. A great little
game in a compact, handy
box! Ages 6+
_________________________________________

All seminars are free, and are held Saturdays from
9-11 AM in our Showroom.
Upcoming confirmed events:

boards.
In our neck of the woods summer is all about getting outdoors on a
mission to move, but if you want to maintain and encourage new skills,
play a game!
Karen Conrad Weihrauch, PhD, OTR/L
President, Therapro
Details on all Therapro offerings can be found at www.therapro.com and our blog.
You can also follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest or contact us with any
feedback or questions.
___________________________________________________________________

Therablog: Beery VMI
We've just posted a write-up of the BeeryBuktenica Developmental Test (BEERY VMI), a
popular test devised to detect difficulties in
connecting visual perception and motor skills, on
our Therablog. If you've come across the Beery
VMI in the past and have been overwhelemed by
all the options, this article wil help you navigate
the various choices.

August 23, 2014
Praxis Disorders and Intervention
Speaker: Teresa May Benson, ScD, OTR/L
October 18, 2014
Using Sensory Stories and Sensory Strategy
Cards to Promote Self-Regulation
Speaker: Victoria Nackley, MS, OTR/L
November 8, 2014
Working Memory: An Overview and
Implications
Speaker: Diane Long, EdD, MOTR/L
December 6, 2014
Executive Functioning
Speaker: Sarah Ward, M.S., CCC/SLP, Speech and
Language Pathologist
Always check our website for the newest updated
information.

___________________________________________________________________

Summer Clearance
We have a lot of great items but we have too
much of some. All offered at discounts, take a
look at our Sale Bin.
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Disclaimer: The information presented in this newsletter is provided as a
source for educational purposes only and should not be interpreted as a
substitute for physician or therapist evaluation or treatment by a healthcare
professional. It is not intended to provide or confirm a diagnosis nor is any
claim made as to therapeutic efficiency. Users are advised to seek the advice
of a trained and registered healthcare professional. There is some risk
inherent in the performance of any treatment activities. Please be advised that
this disclaimer absolves the web site designers and writers of any and all
losses or claims for any injuries or other damages accruing to any children or
belongings from the performance of suggested activities listed above.
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